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Tuition Supported
concerning Gie.ernor Reagan’s proposed budget cut, there are those
who now feel that the other side
of the coin must be exposed.
Representing the opposite view,
that of supporting Governor Reagan and his attempt to alleviate
the fiscal crisis now facing California, are Dr. John Gilbaugh and
fellow faculty members.
Dr. Gilbaugh, a consistent foe
of the administration policies of
President Robert D. Clark, served
as dean of the college until he
was reassigned to a teaching position last May.
The former elementary school
principal has charged that college
administrations are "surrendering"
control of higher education to
faculty interests.
Yesterday Dr. Gilbaugh traveled
to Sacramento where he met with
Governor Reagan and presented
to him a petition which was
signed by 100 faculty members at
SJS. According to Dr. Gilbaugh,
the petition was not merely a support of the governor’s proposed
tuition policy but was a statement commending and supporting
the governor’s attempt to meet the
present fiscal crisis within the
state.

By JEFF BRENT
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Amidst all the W,sdisfaction
No. 72 among the SJS
community
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Faculty Group
Takes Stand

By JIM WILLS
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
"Those of us who have been
quiet should be heard," Dr. Richard Thaw, president of the SJS
local, of the California College and
University Faculty Association
(CCUFA) of the California Teachers Association, declared Tuesday
In the latest reaction to the rrE
faculty cutback possibility.
The 80,000-member crA, as one
of the strongest educational lobbies In the state, could help determine the fate of the redpenciled state college budget in
the legislature.
Speculations of what could happen have been floating in faculty
circles since news of a possible
FTE faculty cut was revealed
last week by President Robert
Clark.
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FACULTY REACTION
The possible crisis has evoked
various reactions from SJS faculty
leaders,
Solutions, ranging from fall enrollment adjustments to strike
sanction, have been proposed by
various segments of the academic
community.
Strike sanction will be sought
by the SJS local of the American
Federation of Teachers (AFT)
from the Santa Clara County Central Labor Council on March 6.
Such a sanction, if approved,
will not mean an imminent teachers’ strike, but rather will be official recognition of a "legitimate
grievance" of the SJS AFT local
by the CLC.
Under these conditions, teacher
strike will take place only if a
probationary, non-tenured faculty
member is dismissed for budgetary
reasons.
Directly opposing the sanction

are the California State Employes
Association local president, Dr.
Ralph Bohn.
Besides registering his personal
disapproval of the sanction, Dr.
Bohn notes that the CSEA constitution directly forbids striking.
MATURE MANNER
Other faculty leaders stress the
Importance of acting In a "mature, rational manner" to the
somewhat clouded situation.
They emphasize the importance
of diplomacy in dealing with the
hackneyed budget problems.
"A realistic course of action for
the faculty and administration of
the college is to assist the administration and the legislature in their
attempts to find new tax resources," noted one professor.
While department and division
heads prepare to tighten their faculty staffs in the event of cutback
approval, there is an underlying
belief that Governor Reagan’s "bonus budget" will emerge from the
state legislature with a little more
meat on it than it had when it
went in.
SOLUTIONS SOUGHT
On the surface, faculty and administration are not optimistic, internally they are striving for
alternative solutions to the many
facets of the pending situation.
Politically, one political science
professor believes that Governor
Reagan, a Republican, has low
hopes of the budget getting
through the Democatic legislature
untouched.
In the end, he believes, quality
state supported higher education
will emerge intact, without tuition
or excessive faculty cuts.
Reactions are mixed. Solutions
are varied. Second guesses are numerous. What will ultimately happen is anybody’s guess.
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First Electric Car
Symposium To Open
The motorcycle sped down
Seventh Street from a standstill to
25 M.P.H. in a matter of seconds.
The roar of noise normally accompanying such rapid acceleration was gone. In its place was
a barely audible whine. The motorcycle was an all electric vehicle, designed and built by Rollin
Armer of Berkeley.
Armer uses his "bike" daily to
go to and from work at the University of California Lawrence
Radiation Labs, He drives a daily
average of ten miles on the motorcycle for only a few cents worth
of electricity.
The motorcycle represents an Investment of $400 plus $55 for batteries. Armer completed the bike
in May, 1964 after four months
work.
Armer brought his motorcycle to
SJS to be used in the exhibits for
the world’s first Electric Automobile Symposium. It will be
Joined by a number of electric automobiles, past and present, by Friday, the beginning of the two-day
symposium.
The symposium, sponsored by
the Santa Clara Valley Engineers’
council in conjunction with the
SJS School of Engineering, will
examine all aspects of the electric
automobile.
An address by Prof. Richard
Dorf, University of Santa Clara,

will highlight Friday’s session.
Dorf will discuss the possible adoption of a community-wide electric
car-pool. Under this system, private ownership of automobiles
would be unnecessary and people
would telephone for a car to be
delivered for their use.
All meetings and lectures are
free to SJS students. Students are
requested, however, to register in
the lobby of the Engineering Building before attending any function.

Photo by A J. Dubiel
VIEW OF THE LANDSCAPING progress from
the top of Tower Hall looking south toward the
chapel and the Faculty Offices Building to the
left. Work began on the project several weeks

before semester break. The landscaping is currently three weeks ahead of schedule and is
expected to be completed in May.

Negro Leader To Direct
Racial Problems Forum
James Farmer, former national
director of the Congress on Racial
Equality and active civil rights
leader, will be at SJS Monday,
February 27.
As part of a massive 3-day
forum on the "Dilemma of the
American City: Racial Problems,"
Farmer will launch the ASBsponsored activities Monday morning with a Seventh Street open
forum at 10:30 a.m.
The forum, to be held in front
of the Cafeteria, is entitled "What
minorities can expect in the near
future."
PANEL TALK
Starting the afternoon activities is a panel discussion at 1:30
p.m. in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
Farmer and two speakers, Dr. Octavia Romano, a research anthropologist of behavior sciences, and
Dr. Harold M. Hodges, chairman

of the SJS Department of Sociology and Anthropology, will discuss de facto segregation in
schools.
A general discussion will follow
on the role education will play in
solving problems of minorities.
Farmer, well -versed in civil
rights problems in conjunction
with the federal government, will
deliver a major address Monday at
8 p.m. in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
High-lighting the 3-day forum,
the address on "The Role of Government in Solving the Problems
of the Minorities," is open free
to all students and faculty members.
Currently president of the Center for Community Action Education, Farmer gained fame on his
1961 "Freedom Ride" through Mississippi. As a result of his participation he spent 40 days in
jail.
Always at the front of civil

STUDENT REBELLION
Dr. Gilbaugh also charged that
certain faculty members are leading students to outright rebellion.
He cited the recent student march
on Sacramento led by professors,
many of whom are members of
the American Federation of Teachers, AFL-CIO.
Faculty control of the colleges
and universities, partially

rights activities, he has been arrested several times.
In August of 1963 he was arrested in Plaquemine, La., fur "disturbing the peace and obstructing
the sidewalk."
CORE FOUNDING
Having been instrumental in
CORE’s founding in 1942 and
serving as its first national chairman, Farmer set CORE on its
way to becoming the leading civil
rights group in the country.
Farmer will make his final appearance in a panel discussion
Tuesday at 1:30 p.m. On the panel
with Farmer are Saul Minsky,
head of the Industrial Area Foundation in Chicago, Dr. H. H. Booking, Los Angeles civil rights leader
and San Della Maggiore, Chairman, Santa Clara County Board
of Supervisors.
The panel, to be held In Morris
Dailey Auditorium, will cover "Is
Welfare Effective? Does it help
or hinder the poor?"

By BRUCE ANDERSON
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Editors of all ASB funded publications will be appointed and removed by an Editorial Advisory
Board if a compromise bill is
passed by Student Council, according to Dick Miner, chairman of the
Campus Policy Committee.
Currently the editors of publications funded by the ASS are appointed and removed by the ASB
President with the approval of the
Student Council. A vote of the
publication class is used to aid the
ASB President in his selections.

Couples Study Sex

electric motorcycle is being
An
ELECTRIC CAR SHOW
featured this week in the automobile display in front of the
Engineering Building on Seventh Street. The display is part of
activities going on at SJS to commemorate National Engineering
Week,

Eight days ago the Student
Council passed an act creating an
Experimental College. Now the
Experimental College is in its second week of instruction. What is
a class meeting in the Experimental College like?
One such class is the manwoman relationships class instructed by Mrs. Glennys.Spitze. a
SJS graduate student. Having a
strong interest in man -woman relationships, she had an article published on man-woman relationships
In Main Currents of Modern
Thought in December 1965. She
has also taught psychology in Ceylon.
The class is exclusively for
couples. The atmosphere of the
class is informal. As a seminar
class, all members have a chance
to actively participate in discussion.
"We will develop close relationships with each other, keeping our

discussions at a constructive level,"
Mrs. Spitze said.
"We are living in an exciting
period. We are experiencing a
shift in the sexual attitude of society towards the family unit,"
Spitze told her class.
The class consists of seven
couples. They meet for two hours
each Monday night. The course is
flexible to the specific needs of
the individuals in the class. The
class discussion wanders somewhat, while working towards accomplishing the goal of giving the
class members an overall perspective of society and the family unit,
according to Spitze.
The text. for the class is "Nature, Man and Woman." by Alan
W. Watts.
"The significance and techniques of conscious expansion,"
"Experimen1s in teaching love,"
and "Linguistic history of mankind," are three other classes offered in the Experimental College

FISCAL CRISIS
Regarding the fiscal crisis reportedly thrust upon California
higher education, Dr. Gilbaugh
said that "pressing the panic button by declaring a freeze on admissions when the governor announced his fiscal plan, approached
the commission of an act of political blackmail by college and university administrators, who imposed the order with less than all
the facts." lie emphasized that the
continuing threats by college and
university faculty members and

DR. JOHN GILBAUGH
... petition for Reagan
administrators are motivated by
using students as pawns to "preserve the self-serving interests of
the faculties."
The real disaster of higher education in California, Gilbaugh said,
is not because of the Department
of Finance imposing fiscal limitations on California’s higher education, but because of "the collision
course upon which the management of higher education has been
charged."
Dr. Gilbaugh then introduced a
plan he has proposed to reduce expenditures without lowering the
quality of instruction in the colleges and universities. Basically
the plan would follow these lines:
(1) Reduce budget requirements
for college instruction; (2) Provide salary increases for college
professors; (3) Improve the quality of the instructional program;
and (4) Improve over-all working
conditions for college teachers.

Fate of Editors
Rests With Bill

’New College’

Interviews Set
Interviews for two positions on
the Student Activities Board
(SAD) and one position on the
Recognition Committee will be
held today at 2:30 p.m. in the College Union.
SAE supervises and enforces
Student Council’s general policies
governing organizational activities
of on and off-campus groups.

FACULTY SUPPORT
"We felt that the governor
ought to know that there are
those among the faculty community who sympathize and support his
great task of trying to put the
fiscal house of the state in order. We may not agree with all
of the governor’s proposals, but
we feel that he deserves our support in undertaking to balance the
budget," Dr. Gilbaugh commented.
In a speech Monday before the
East Side Republican Women’s
Club in San Jose, Dr. Gilbaugh
made several charges pertaining to
higher education.
Attacking the college and university regents he said, "College
and university trustees and regents generally have followed a
course of least resistance, in recent years, by yielding to the demands of clamoring, power-starved
college and university faculties. In
too many instances trustees and
regents no longer resist faculty
commands to jump. The only
question raised is: How high?"

achieved by students performing
faculty -conceived shenanigans, is
now being threatened by the students. College youth, employing
the presswe tactics they have
been taught by some of their prolessors, are demanding, with success, representation in all facets
of college control," commented Dr.
Gilbaugh.

COMPROMISE REACHED
A compromise has been reached
between the Campus Policy Committee and Ken Shackelford, senior
representative on the Editorial Advisory Board, according to Graduate Representative Dick Miner,

I

Reg. Deadline
The last day to register and
add classes is today. Registration materials and fees may be
turned in at the Registrar’s Office between 9 p.m. and 12 pm.
and between 1 p.m. and 5 p.m.
A late fee of $5 will be
charged in addition to the $51.50
fee for students taking more
than el% units and the 617.30 fee
for students taking less than six
units. Out-of-state and foreign
students will also pay a nonresident fee.

chairman of the Campus Policy
Committee.
"The compromise has already
been made with my committee and
Ken Shackelford. Any further
changes would be minor changes,"
Miner told the Spartan Daily
Tuesday.
MAJOR DIFFERENCE
"The major difference between
the two bills is that the Campus
Policy bill provides for an Editorial
Advisory Board. while Shackelford’s bill provides for an Editorial
Board. The compromise bill will
provide for an Editorial Advisory
Board with more powers than the
previous EAB bill contained,"
Miner stated.
He also said that the editorial
policy will be determined by the
editor and staff of the publication
with the EAB acting in an advisory position only. Shackelford’s
original bill provided for editorial
control for the board.
EAB BILL
"I think the council will pass the
EAB bill that comes out of the
Campus Policy Committee," Bob
Stahl, senior representative, told
the Spartan Daily.
Shackelford’s original bill was
opposed by ASB vice president Vic
Lee, who feels that the bill "infringes on the freedom of the
press in every possible way."
Shackelford reported Monday
that a compromise would probably
be made. The Campus Policy Committee will meet Thursday to vote
on the compromise bill. If the bill
passes a committee vote, it will
he presented to council for debate
next Wednesday.
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Reality Entertains Best
blame be leveled at the NSA. They
needed the money and, evidently.
didn’t realize exactly what was involved in the real business of spying
for a living. Actually all the CIA did
was to accomplish what it is designed
to do spy, using funds allocated by
Congress (which is yelling loudest
about the affair). It is unfortunate
that the NSA accepted the CIA’s offer
and subsequently damaged their international reputation. So who are the real
culprits in the plot?
If one had told a Congressman a
month ago the Central Intelligence
Agency was giving financial support
to a national student organization for
espionage purposes, he probably
would have said, "That’s the way the
game is played." But now, since the
disclosure has been made, that same
Congressman is the loudest denunciator of the CIA the western world ever
has heard.
The idiocy of this whole situation
lies in the fact that the American public is indignant about circumstances that
they previously evidently supported
and perhaps looked upon with favor.
Anybody who can read knows that the
CIA’s funds are used secretly, and the
CIA is accountable only to the President, through an Act of Congress establishing the CIA. I might add.
So why all the fuss over something
that entertains us in the movies when
we realize it happens in the real world?
The answer is quite simple. The American public is still naive enough to
think that entertainment is fictional,
when reality actually is much more
entertaining.
Draw your own conclusions as to
whether it is better to know who the
future leaders of the Communist world
will ben or to be 100 per cent an honest
American. Just remember that whatever has happened in the past, or what
will happen in the future of the Central Intelligence Agency’s activities,
will be decided by the American public, who will either open their eyes
wide or continue to keep them shut
on the entertainingly complex aspects
of the real world.
Lawrence E. Galvin

The I nited States Central Intelligence %geney most recently has been
known for its affection towards the
National Sludent 1-,ociation. It seems
y to
that the NS k liked to has e
go junketing abroad. and the CIA liked
to gist’ it to them. pros ided NSA members kept tal is on student leaders front
Communist countries.
We read about schemes like this in
paperback nos el s; we watch similar
plots unfold befiire our eyes on tele% ision and movie screens; and, yet,
{% lien it comes down to the real thing,
e% ery body screams foul! Undoubtedly,
the NS.1 was intrigued by the idea that
they should become spies. Who
wouldn’t? Our whole culture since the
advent of James Bond has been conditioned to accept such intrigues.
The public and political furor over
the CIA’s financing of the National
Student Association should not be
leveled at the Central Intelligence
Agency. After all, if spies aren’t paid
to spy and use coercion, what are they
supposed to do? Nor should the entire
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"We’re cutting everything back 10 per cent ... !"

Guest Editorial

CIA Aid ’Totalitarianism’
The impropriety and folly of permitting
the Central Intelligence Agency to subsidize the National Student Association
cannot be mitigated by post-mortem rationalizing. It is absurd to suggest that,
because the student organization was too
impmeri.hed to take part in international
meetings, the CIA merely assumed the
role of a benevolent patron of youth.
It is not the business or the habit of
intelligence services to underwrite indigent
good causes unless the beneficiary can lie
expected to pay off the ujlebt, directly or
indirectly. It was more reprehensible for
Washington to let its intelligence service
jeopardize a representatise S nice of the
nation’s college youth than it was for a
few student leaders, in secret agreement,
to succumb to the temptation.
At least as serious has been the breach
of public faith by pris ate foundations
acting as go-betweens.
The sordid episode has, dealt another
serious blow to the credibility of American
students and seholars abroad. Faith in
their detachment already haul been damaged by earlier disclosure of secret links
betweent the CIA and some American universifies. A total ban on all CIA underwriting of collegiate activity is piously
long overdue.
It will be tragic if the present effect
is all undermining of the National Student
Associat ’s total record. Often sunder fire
from the right, it usually has represented
courageous liberalism. To discredit the
organization becouse of the secret indes-

cretion of a few of its leaders would sap
the strength of elected student governments across the country and endow New
Left extremists with unwarranted power
just when their hold on students is
crumbling.
More is needed now than a halt in CIA
subsidies to the NSA or other academie
organizations. All such groups doutuld open
their books and sources of funds to their
own membership and to public scrutiny.
As for foundation activities, the penallereoser activities
ties for engaging in
should be clearly established. The Patman
investigations long ago made clear the
need for reforms, and the President has
promised to send to Congress this year
proposals for stamping out abuses in foundation practices.
Most important, explicit guidelines
should be laid down to regulate all policies
of government support of in
activities of students and scholars. It is
nonsense to suggest that, because they
arouse suspicion abroad, public subsidies
should not be offered. Virtually all nations
offer such subsidy. The point at issue is
how to provide the funds, without perverting the purpose.
Bey 1 specific action, it is imperative
to understand that academic freedom may
be as severely threatened by secret covenants as by overt political coercion. Democratic institutions never thrive by using
totalitarian devices to combat totalitarianism.
The Netv York TIMM
February 16. 1%7

The exposure of the Central Intelligence
Agency’s link with various student organi
zations in this country once again I ts
up the %slue of a press unfettered by gos
eminent control.
The successful rebellious of staffs of L.S.
armed force. newspapers against Pentagon
centralization of their various editorial
capacities underscores the necessity of free
expression of opinion at all levels.
The growing emphasis on news management by the federal government, coupled
with a rising concern by editors and readts
ers throughout the country further i
out the everlasting struggle for unhindered
expression of ol . i .. ion.
The con
al challenges to a free press
in America, supposed leader in the democratic world, covert though they may be
when compared with outright restric
as employed by totalitarian governments,
are no less threats to freedom than the
repressive taxes and rulings of the most
reprehensible dictator.
The problem in American concern with
freedom of the press lies in the "take-it for-granted" attitude of the public. A Constitutional amendment guarantees this freedom: people ask, is further vigilance necessary?
But when a government is able to effectively control its sources, as the American government is today, censorship is as
complete as if papers were expressly forbidden, to publish certain segments of the
news.
The papers today are full of "no comment" yet maintain they carry die full
news picture. By intimidating decree, the
government at all levels has declared its
judgment of news and its decision on printability of that news to be more valid than
that of the public.
The restriction on public comment by
officials in govermnent is not stated as
official policy by those responsible for the
restriction. There is no definite directive
or mandate to battle.
Instead, the public, through its newspapermen, to obtain the news, must battle
a nebulous hierarchy of evasive politicians,
none of ul
are so confident of their
own policies that they would submit them
to the public for objective perusal.
The growing trend in government reporting is bee ..... ing evident. Stories seem
to hit the news pages only when official
cover-up is no longer possible.
Government stories have tended to be
exposes of long-extant fact, rather than
advance indication of policy to be pursued.
The question remains: Dow muds don’t
we know?
Does it take backfires. unexpeeted news
"leaks," super-sleuthing reporters and
high-level investigation to get the truth
about our government into the public
vision?
Until we have a public concerned with
its government, desirous ofa total and real
news picture. intolerant of unnecessary
governmental suppression of news, and expressive of the public wants, we shall continue to have a limited press, filled with
the ambiguity of "no comment" and unrevealing of the true nature of a monolithic federal government.
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Smashing Sweatshirt Sale
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BEEF PIZZA
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PLAIN PIZZA (Extra Cheese)

1.95

MILD SAUSAGE PIZZA

1.95

SALAMI PIZZA

1.95

PEPPERONI PIZZA

1.95

Built-In Bargain!

$1.95

Mushrooms (cup)

.25

Spaghetti (With garlic bread)

.99

Salad (Tossed green)

.40

CokeSprite (12 oz.)

20

NOW AVAILABLE:

12 inch pizzas only
Supper fresh ... right out of our 250" mobile
oven, Call for an economical "QUICKIE
CHICKIE" dinner tonight!

’RAE
320 South Tenth Street

DINNER-4 big, plump pieces of fried chicken; delicious serving of spaghetti and hot garlic bread
$1.55

Reduced
from $2.98
to $1.98

CRATEThe party pleaserpacked with
ready-to-eat ploce. of golden -fried chieknn
an unistanding- VR1111’
$1.99

Mon.-Thur., until 9 p.m.
Fri. Sat., 9 am -5 p.m.

Delivery Hours:
Milli.

Inewrisme

through Thurs.. 4 p.m. to Midnight
Fri and Sat. 4 p.m. to ?

WE DELIVER
10th & William Street
San Jose, California
295-3805
OPEN DAILY AT NOON

SJS Catholic Group
Forms Local Parish

’d

By DON COX
Spartan Daily staff Writer
As the cornerstone project of
what they hope will be a complete
structural reorganization, members of the campus Newman Center are planning development of
an experimental Catholic student
parish.
According to Father Laurent
Latgente. Newman chaplain, the
student parish idea is a fairly new
one at most secular colleges and
universities.
"As far as I know, Stanford,
UCLA and Cal tlterkeleyt are the
only campuses in the West that
have student parishes," he said.
The student parish means just
that. Students till all administrative positions and early out all
functions of a regular Catholic
neighborhood parish.
Students compose the parish
council and fill the jobs of readers, chair members and all other
regular parish positions.
FIRST STEP
In what Father Largente termed
the first step toward formation
of the experimental parish, regular
Sunday masses are now being offered at 5 pm, in the Newman
Center.
"Projects of this type will give
Catholic students direct experience
in running a parish which will in
turn bring them into closer contact with their religion," the chaplain commented.
Father Ltugente pointed out
there are 5,000 Catholic students
at SJS. "We have around 50 consistently participating in our program," he said. "Obviously they
aren’t all coming here. We’re hoping the student parish will make
the Catholic students come together as a community.
"It will be up to the students
to organize the structure of the
experimental parish." he added.
The Newman chaplain explained
that the student parish is just
part of an overall project to
change the entire structure and
program of the center, in making
it a "more effeAive force on cam pm"
OLD IMAGE
"What we’re trying to do is
break up the old club image of
the Newman Center," Father Largente said. "The church cannot be
effective in the form of a club."
For the past year, the Newman
Center has been carrying on a
program where the traditional
club organizational structure was
scrapped. Instead of club officers,
leadership at the Newman Center

is provided by a group of persons,
each in charge of a certain area
that make up the total program.
Specific phases of the Newman
Center program include retreats,
liturgy, journalism, speakers forum
and intramurals.
Despite these changes, Father
Largente termed student response
"not what we would like it to he."
He said one reason for the poor
reaction is the student’s preoccupation with the "old club set-up.
FEW CAMPUSES
"Many students haven’t been
able to break away from the old
club idea yet. They don’t understand the new way we’ve organized things." Father Lat genie explained.
"We are trying to make students see their role in the church,"
he continued. "Throughout the
Catholic Church, a shift in responsibility is taking place from
the minisiry to the laity."
He stressed that the Newman
Center is following this shift in
responsibility with its new policies.
"The new programs are in line
with the Church’s new policy of
working the lay people more and
more into the operation of their
parish," commented the chaplain.
Father Largente sees the center’s job as an educational one.
"We must make students aware
of the church," he said.
"With the Newman Center’s old
image as a club, a lot of students
on campus don’t feel a need to
participate in our program," he
asserted.
OVERALL DECLINE
Discussing the overall decline of
religion on American college campuses, Father Largente indicated
that many male students are
afraid to identify with religion.
"They associate religion with being
soft. They don’t want to lose their
identity as males," he said.
"Actually, they’re afraid of
something that doesn’t exist."
The Newman adviser doesn’t feel
that religion is losing out in a
battle with the "hippies" or New
Left. "Actually, there are a lot
of unconscious Christians in those
movements. If churches were doing
what they were supposed to, these
people would probably be members.
"The Catholic Church is going
through a period of re-evaluation,
the same as the rest of today’s
society. We’re part of a changing
society and we must change to
keep up with the society," Father
Largente concluded.
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Tonight

’Abortion,’
Lay Panel
Discussion
FATHER L. LARGENTE
... seeks Newman change

Suspicion
Surrounds
SJS Fire
Little did Louie Taylor know he
would awake and find a fullfledged fire on his hands.
But at 2:00 a.m. on Feb. 10,
1880, the janitor smelled smoke
and the resultant fire became one
of the greatest disasters San Jose
has ever known.
Details of the last days of the
old Normal School are included in
Dr. Benjamin Gilbert’s book, "Pioneers for One Hundred Years,"
which he wrote in 1957 as part of
SJS’ centennial celebrations.
The building was made entirely
of mad, and stood a total of 150
feet high including a 22 foot tower.
The building stood where Morris
Dailey Auditorium was later built.
The cause of the fire has never
been accurately verified. Indeed,
"Most fires in San Jose State’s
history have all been serious and
never adequately proven as to
cause," Gilbert stated.
First suspicions pointed to arson.
The Morning Times story said the
janitor was very reluctant to say
anything and his story sounded
inconsistent.
One of the insurance investigators even saw a pile of burning
kindling and smelled coal oil shortly after the fire, according to
Gilbert.
He found that plans were proposed to move the school to Los
Angeles. When this idea was defeated, largely by a campaign
students waged in their "Class
Paper," it was decided to open a
branch there instead. This school
later became the University of
California at Los Angeles.
Dr. Bente!, chairman of the journalism department, stated the magficent structure must have "gone
up in one big prof."
After insurance investigators
went over the wreckage, the fire
was finally blamed on a faulty
basement ash bin.

You can judge
a company by
the men it keeps
Like lots of companies, we want college graduates. We offer them careers,
not just jobs. In fact, a majority of the college -trained people who have
come to Armstrong are still with us. One reason for our low dropout rate is
our high growth rate. We need college graduates who are looking
for a place where they can grow. At Armstrong, an individual has plenty
of room to move ahead. We make more than 400 products, from
multifunctional building components to innovations in packaging, so
career opportunities are practically limitless. Young people will find
a ready.made market for their thinking and an opportunity to prove
themselvesto get their ideas off the ground and into use. We
stick by our college graduates. Maybe that’s why they stick with us See
your Armstrong representative when he is on campus soon. For more
information about Armstrong now, see your placement officer or write
the College Relations Department, Armstrong, Lancaster, Pa. 17604.
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Teacher Interviews
Teacher candid.ites should sign
up Immediate!, in the Plaveilrent
Crider, AD 123-1, lor the tolllosins interslenv:
WEDNESDAY. MARCH 1
Fremont l’nified in Alameda
County. Elementary, junior high
and high school teachers needed.
La Mesa Spring Valley in San
Diego County. Elementary and junior high teachers needed.
Kern County Joint Union High
in Kern County.
Kern County Junior College and
Porters We Junior College- in Kern
County.
Milpitas Elementary in Santa
Clara County. Elementary and
junior high teachers needed.
THURSDAY, MARCH 2
Fortuna Union High in Humboldt County.

Abortion, one of the hottest
topics discussed in religion today,
is the subject of a panel discussion sponsored by the St. Thomas
More Men, tonight at the campus
Newman Center.
The panel begins at 7:30 p.m.
The St. Thomas Mote Men are
a group of Catholic lawyers in
San Jose, organized to promote
activities of this type at the Newman Center.
Tonight’s discussion Is the first
of a four part series. Future topics
will include Divorce-Family Law,
LSD-Narcotics, and Birth Control.
Tonight’s panel includes Chairman Mike Smith, a San Jose attorney: Dr. Fred Schlichting, obThe French Club has announced
stetrician and gynecologist; Ger- its forthcoming events for the
ald Lackner, internist; Rev. spring semester.
This afternoon at 12:30 they
Charles Carroll, Episcopalean
priest; and Rev. Calvin Tucker, a will present a French film entitled,
Lutheran minister.
Sr. Mary Antoinette, an adGrad Named Head
John It. Healey, former San
visor at the Newman Center, said
the panel will analyze the current Jose News reporter and 1941
proposed abortion legislation in graduate of SJS Department of
California.
Journalism, has been appointed
"We want to make this panel head of the Technical Journalprogram a part of the intellectual ism Department at California
program of the whole college com- State Polytechnic College.
munity, not just Catholic stuHealey, who joined the Cal
dents." she added.
Poly faculty at San Luis Obispo
"A well-rounded student must in 1947 to teach agricultural
look at many sides of an issue journalism and handle sports inbefore he can make an intelligent formation, has been acting head
of the department since July.
decision." she said.

Glendora tallied in Orange
C’ounty. Fliementary and high
1,:tellers

Manhattan Beach in Lou Angeles
C’ounty. Elementary and jUrl.li,r.
high school teachers needed.
Napa Valley Unified in Napa
County. Elementary, junior high
and high school teachers needed
FRIDAY, MARCH 3
Arcadia Unified in Los Angeles
County. Elementary, junior high
and high school teachers needed.
Burbank tallied in Los Angeles
County. Elementary, junior high
and high school teachers needed.
lilgitilale College in Midway,
Washington.
San Bruno Park in San Mateo
County. Elementary and junior
high teachers needed.

It’s Happening in French
Films and Workshops
"Les Etudients" in A133.
The first meeting of the semester will be at 7:30 tonight at 556
So. 11th St., Apt. 6.
The French Table will meet each
day in the student section of the
cafeteria at 12:30. Jean Guedenet, SJS French professor, will
be in attendance.
The French remedial workshop,
L’Atelier, will tae held every Monday and Thursday from 1:30-3 p.m.
In Room 8A of Building N.

An Equal Opportunity Employer
A progressive, diversified organization offering rewarding careers in accounting
advertising employee relations engineering - industrial engineering marketing
production planning public relations research and development.

he head
"the/matte;
Finding the "heart beat" of
your diamond is no tria at all
for the finely engineered
instrument pictured above. ft
is the special 10-power
magnifier that professionally
trained jewelers use to
see into the heart of a stone.
The fashioning and
internal markings xi hich might
affect the per carat value of
a diamond are clearly
revealed, We will he happy to
show you the diamond
you select under this
instrument, and explain
details of its value.

MORTO
4/3 GE

eie214
oLocis IS

625 Town & Country Village
San Jose
241-1758
Open Mon., Thurs. & Fri.
Until 9:30 p.m.

SUNDAY
FEBRUARY 26
p.m.
San Jose Civic Auditorium

BOX OFFICE NOW OPEN FOR
HAROLD PINTER’S THRILLER

The eirtieda9 PaPty
Runs March 3, 4, and 8 thru 11
Phone 294-1931
College Theatre
SJSC Students 75c
11.50 General
Listen to cast members discuss this play on "Perspective,"
KNTV-Ohan. II, Sat. Feb. 25, 7:30 a.m.

Adm: ;2.75, 3.75, 4.75
Tickets: S.J. Box Office
40 West San Carlos
CY 5-0888
FRI. FEB. 24-8:30 p.m.
Masonic Auditorium. S.F.
Tickets: Downtown Center B.O.
325 Mason St.
PR 5-2021

SAT. FEB. 25-8:30 p.m.
Berkeley Community Theater
Tickets: Sherman/Clay B.O.
2135 Broadway, Oak. HI 4-8575

THANK
YOU!
The staff and management of Spartan Bookstore would like to thank
you for your courtesy and patience
during the rush and confusion of
the past two weeks.

cpaptait gookAtepe
"right on campus"

Manufacturer of resilient floors, ceilings and other building products,
industrial products, and home maintenance specialties.

II, st To n g/packaging materials,

(

needed.
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Track Stars Join
Novices Saturday

Three Days Yet

Netmen Face West’s Best
Hoping to compete with i01110 Of
the best tennis teams on the West
Coast, the Spartan netters enter
the second day of the Northern
California Intercollegiate Tournament at 1 p.m. today.
The four-day festivities on the
south campus courts have drawn
two of the top squads in the area,
Stanford University and the University of California at Berkeley.
Sophomore transfer Greg Shepherd is carrying the main hopes
fir SJS. Others who have a strong

SUMMER
SESSION IN

chance to capture the singles
crown are Cal’s Chuck Darley, the
defending champion, and Stanford’s
Brian Leek and Dean Schlobohm.
Coach Butch Krikorian also entered Gordon Miller, Mary Parsons, Steve Jones and Mike Price.
The action, which began yesterday, is the first for the Spartans,
Who finished 15-3 last season. Krikorian, however, expects that his
club should be somewhat weaker
this year even with Shepherd.
The former City College of San

EUROPE

6-7 College Credits

LONDONPARIS
CAMPUS TOUR

Francisco star is as go4x1 as any
of the players gone from last season’s team, according to Krikorian.
The Spartans, however, lost four
players from the 1966 squad and
may lack depth this year.
Action in the tournament continues today and tomorrow at 1
p.m. while the finals are scheduled
for Saturday.
Krikorian expects that his team
will be hard pressed this week.
Shepherd is the Spartans’ prize
hope in this tourney and throughout the season. The sophomore
won the Northern California JC
singles title last season before lossbig in the state finals.
Krikorian feels that Shepherd
will give the Sparts good strength
at the top this season, but depth
is questionable.

three weeks each in London and Paris while living in the
same residence halls with other international students and
teachers from throughout the world on the campuses at the
University of London and at Cite Universite at the Sorbonne in Paris. Excellent campus facilities are provided,
the same as used by the Fulbright scholars. Educational
opportunities are in depth in each of these cities. Leisurely
explore London and Paris and their surrounding areas in a
manner not possible on standard summer tours.

56 DAYS only $1299

An excellent economical program offering extensive coverage of England, Holland, Germany, Switzerland, Austria,
Italy and France. Two weeks are spent in London and 10
days in Paris in the same residence halls used by Fulbright
.,cholars at the University of London and at Cite Universite
at the Sorbonne. Remainder of accommodations are in
hotel rooms with private bath. A perfect program for
young teachers and other budget minded adults who desire
maximum coverage of Europe at lowest costs possible.
Farly registration is urged because of limited campus facilities.

3 Hershey Bars

St

2 Toilet Tissue

10c

2 Rolls Paper Towels 19c
1 Box Cheer Soap

24c

2 Bars Ivory Soap

5c

Ajax Cleanser
Crest large size

Mrs. Diane Rogers
Housemother, Kappa Alpha Theta
182 S. 10th Street
294-8516

5c
29c

One Item With Minimum
Purchase of $2

CASH
DISCOUNT
ON MAJOR
BRAND
GASOLINE

Land Arangements By
HOWARD TOURS INC.

for Spartan gymnast Mike Fjelstad as
SO EASY So it seems
he performs the difficult iron cross movement during a practice
session in Spartan Gym. Fjelstad has become one of coach Clair
Jennett’s most productive scorers as his two second place finishes
in last week’s Oregon match point out. Mike is SJS’ top long
horse performer and is second only to Tony Coppola in the floor
exercise.

10c

Kleenex

ABOVE TOUR PRICES INCLUDE:
Above tour prices are based on round trip jet group air fares
.--)rn New York for members on this campus, residence, extensive
ghtseeing, meals and other tour services. Campus facilities
limited, and so are reservations in this tour. Therefore, if
Ir-erested take action now.

INQUIRE:

’Improved’ 9
Meets Davis
In Twin Bill

CIGS
15’

45 DAYS only $899

yrur educational horizon; and experiences. Enjoy

COMB CAMPUS
GRAND TOUR

Past, current and possibly future track stars at SJS will get
together Saturday on the south
campus track for the annual interclass meet which proves to be more
spectacular than ever.
While the meet is destined to
unveil the Spartan track team for
the coming spring, the day will also
provide the first real test of the
SJS student -athlete since the
."Turkey Trot" last semester.
According to SJS head Track
Coach Bud Winter, entries in the
meet must be in his office by
today. The meet is scheduled to
start at 1 p.m. with the track
events, and 1:30 for field events.
After several months of indoor
competition, the Spartans will use

Gymnasts Earn Split;
Coppola Wins Four
Led by Tony Coppola’s four victories, SJS’ gymnastic squad
tripped Oregon University 156.85150.55 before Insirg: to San Francisco State 165.85-156.85 in a triangular held in the latter’s gym
last. Saturday.
Coach Clair Jennett’s Spartans
scored enough firsts to win both
matches handily, hut lack of depth
was once again the problem. The
strongmen now have a 2-5 mark
for the season.
Coppola entered six events and
al11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111:
=

- n ramura s

=

Puritan Oil Co.
4th & William
6th & Keyes
10th & Taylor
13th & Julian

Engineers,
Mathematicians & Scientists
Very few companies cover as many areas
of challenge to today’s graduate
as Westinghouse.
We have a continuing need for fresh minds
to tackle the problems of
Ocean sciences
Defense & Space
Atomic energy
Transportation
Computer systems
Water for arid lands
Urban systems
International projects
Power systems

TONIGHT’S INDEPENDENTS
LEAGI’ll: GA vi
Fat Angels vs. Laundrymen
Acacia NO. 2 vs. SPE No. 3
PSP’s vs. ICBM’s
Red Horde vs. Kappa Sigma
No. 2
Sigma Nu No. 2 vs. Delta Upsilon No. 2
Blue Flame vs. LCA No. 2
DSP No. 2 vs. SAE No. 2
Zeroes vs. Theta Xi
Toad Hall vs. Green Machine
Super Sophs vs. Vandals

won three of the individual matches against both squads. He also
won the all-around and scored a
season high of 49.25 points against
Oregon. The sturdy junior gained
victories in the parallel bars, floor
exercise, and was almost flawless
in garnering a nine-point total out
of a possible ten in the still rings.
The Spartans won a gold medal
in all of the events except the
long horse against the Ducks, but.
the lack of third and fourth place
finishes kept the score close.
Jeff Wolfe was the only other
Spartan performer heiiides Coppola who won a first against both
clubs. Jennett also had praise for
Steve Brazis, who earnest a win
against Oregon in the trampoline
with a 8.5 performance, and Gene
Sineieh who turned in a 7.7 side
horse performance.
Jennett’s strongmen will entertain Santa Barbara and Stanford
this weeIcenri in the Spartan Gymnasium. The Goteho match is set
for Friday at 7:30, while the Indian invasion will begin at ’1 p.m.
Saturday. The Spartan mentor believes his squad to be favorites
Friday. but even with Stanford
Saturday.

PRINTING
DUPLICATING
AND

By JOHN JACKSON

Spartan Daily Sports Writer
"Improvement" is the key word
for the Spartan baseballers as they
open their 1967 season against the
University of California at Davis
Saturday in a double header in
Davis.
According to SJS Coach Ed
Sobezak, the Spartan.s are improved in all departments over
last year’s team that won 12 and
lost 22 games.
Particularly improved seems to
be the pitching staff. Led by veteran Frank Pangborn, transfer
Bob Holmes and frosh graduate
Pete Hoskins, the Spartans have
yielded just nine hits in two exhibition games.
Eight of those hits came in a
7-1 exhibition loss to a Philadelphia Phil Rookie team. In that
contest, five SJS hurlers paraded
to the mound, and despite the
score, generally looked impressive.
In last week’s 7-1 win over the
Alumni. Spartan pitchers Pangborn, Holmes and Hoskins gave
up only one hit and five walks.
Pangbom is expected to get the
starting nod in the first game
against Davis, while either Holmes
or Hoskins will start the second.
Sobczak expects his improved
pitching corps to be aided by a
stronger and more consistent batting attack.
Second baseman Tony Hernandez leads the SJS offense, but is
counting on help from veterans
Charlie Nave and Al Taylor, as
well as from transfer George

Tuarpr.
Hernandez, who had a home run,
double and five runs batted in.
in two trips to the plate against
the Alumni, is expected to receive long ball aid from Tuafer,
a San Francisco City College
transfer. The big first baseman
not only swings a potent bat, but
is an outstanding team player, and
could develop into the "hollar"
guy of the Spartan infield.
Nave and Taylor both had productive seasons for SJS last year,
and are counted on for continued
imitrovement.
Taylor was especially impressive against the Alumni, catching
the entire game, and starting the
varsity scoring with an important
bases loaded single.

24

Golfers Meet
Fresno Today
In Dual Match
SJS’ golf team travels to Fresno
State today in search of their
second straight win.
The Spartans met the Fresno
State Bulldogs on the Fort Washington course and hope to add to
their 23% to 3% trouncing of Cal
State of Hayward Monday in San
Jose.
Veteran Ross Randall, playing
his third year of varsity golf under
Coach Jerry Vroom, led the Spartan linksters with a three-under
par 69 on the Almaden Country
Club course against Cal State.
Making the trip to Fresno with
Randall, are Tom O’Kane, a transfer from City College of San Francisco, letterman Ken Slasor and
Delta JC transfer Bob Eastwood.
A playoff for the remaining
berth was held yesterday between
Wilt Biggs, Craig Harmon and
Dick McClean.
Today’s match is the last for the
Spartans for two weeks, but then
they begin the long golf season at
full speed. On March 7, the Snarls
travel to San Francisco’s Meadow
Country Club and a meeting with
the USE,’ Dons.

This Week’s
Dry Cleaning

50 COPIES
$240

SPECIAL

(81/2" x11" One Side, Including Paper)
Other quantities and sizes proportionately economical

Our recruiter will be on campus
FRIDAY

the interclass meet to launch the
outdoor season.
Wayne Hermen, one of the prime
reasons Tommie Smith set world
records in the 200 meter and 220yard races, is expected to bring his
fast start back to the SJS oval.
Hermen is expected to team
with Smith, Ken Shackelford and
Lloyd Murad in the 440-yard relay,
in somewhat of a replay of last
season.
Hermen, Murad and Smith participated for the 1965 NCAA championship relay team.
The competition will be divided
into two categories, according to
Winter. The varsity members will
compete in the varsity category,
and the freshman tracksters, and
SJS students who have not competed in varsity track, will battle
for top honors in the novice division.
Trophies will be awarded to the
outstanding varsity competitor,
along with the outstanding novice
participant.
An eight -man 880 yard relay
race is scheduled for the SJS fraternities, and any other interested
groups. Winter stressed that although the race is called the Greek
Relay, it does not limit entries
to the Greeks.
All track events are over odd
distances with the competitors
traveling 75 yards, 180, 353, 660
and mile-and-a-half. The hurdle
races are set for 75 yards for the
highs and 330 for the intermediates.
Smith, who set a world record
in the indoor 440 last Saturday,
will compete in the 180 and 353
dashes, while the other half of the
"dynamic duo," Lee Evans, makes
his SJS outdoor debut in the 75
and 660 races.
Versatile Rickey Rogers and
speedy Bob Griffin will also compete before SJS spectators for the
first time.
Admission will be charged to the
meet. Studcnts with ASB cards will
be charged 25 cents, and a $1 fee
for everyone else.

SPORT SHIRTS

WHILE YOU WAIT
(About 10 Minutes)

Regular ’)(’is’

FRRUARY

You can be gim rs Iftstinghouse
An equal opportunity employer

Now 69e

Globe Printing Co.
(INSTA-PRINT DIVISION)
1445 SOUTH FIRST ST.

PHONE 295-6911

Golden West Cleaners
25 S. 3rd Street

292-1052
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Hope To Be ’Spoiler’

Cage Team in New Role Tonight
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By .1111 sTREET
the late stages of the game when
Spartan Daily sports Editor
SJS held an 18-point lead.
Rick Carpenter is also set for
The SJS basketball team has
adopted it new role in the WCAC starting duty and will Carry a 12point per game average into the
race, and tonight they will try
game. The quick guard used his
to add to their new reputation.
driving ability to full use last
Foiled in any hopes of a title week
against
Santa
Brirbara,
during the first half of league
play, the Spartans turned to a
"spoiler" role last Saturday night
against 1.1C Santa Barbara, winning 89-77, and tonight they attempt to knock the Santa Clara
Broncos out of any further title
Contention.

The Spartans and Broncos will
be meeting for the third time this
season, and SJS coach Dan Glines
hopes the third time is a charm.
The game is scheduled to start at
8 p.m. in Civic Auditorium.
In the first game between the
rivals, Santa Clara came out a
decisive 99-79 winner and two
weeks ago racked up another lopsided win that one 91-75.
Since then, however. the Spartans have improved en their defense and have sowed two wins
in three games, and trail fifth
place Santa Barbara by only one
game.
"In order to beat the Broncos
tonight." Glines said, "we have
to minimize our hall control errors.
"We had 23 turnovers against
Santa Barbara, and that is far
too many."
The Spartans, fortunately, shot
a higher pereentage than normal,
(43), and defeated the Gauchos.
Bill Clegg, the star of the Spartali win Saturday, has been practicing with th first unit this week,
but Glines is still not sure on his
starters.
Steve Sehlink will be in one of
DON McCONNELL
the starting forward pasts against
tel for Broncs
the Broncos, however, The lanky
forward has recovered from a mid season slump, and scored 21 points
against the Gauchos,
One of the biggest reasons fatthe Spartans return to the winning tiail is 6-6 center Jim Meyer.
Not only has he been scoring in
figure s,
double
hut
Coach ’root O’Neil’s Spartan form. lloberg, Coffman. and Mathas
gotten away from foul tot it
He mrimen hope to he in their top hewson have won two events in
committed only threr :!.z.,inst San- shape of the season when they en- each of the last two meets, along
rugged
t lir, wain with stroking legs of a winning ,
ta Barbara, hut two e!!!ne during tertain
the
,
Bears Saturday in Spartan Pool relay.
Hoberg tinned in his best times
at 11 a.m., and an all-out effort
from each team member will be of the season last week at Fresno
a must to obtain victory.
with a 2:08.2 individual medley1
Striving to stretch their win clocking and a 2:08.3 butterfly
streak to six since dropping the effort.
Coffman also recorded his best
opener to Oregon. the Spartans
Preliminary plans for spring have shown marked improvement mark for the present campaign
football practice trill be outlined with each meet. They own a 5-1 in the 1.000-yard free at .Fresno
In a special tootlholl meeting dual record and will close the reg- with a pool record time of 11:04.9.
Mathewson has become a contoday in room N16201 at 3:30 ular season against Santa Barbara
sistent winner in the 200-yard
p.m., according to head football March 3.
O’Neil has been driving his backstroke for SJS, and won his
coach Harry Anderson.
Anderson said that all foot- swimmers to gain top condition specialty at Fresno with a fine
ball hopefuls who Illintied Tues- and peak performances for the 2:09.6 clocking. Williams captured
day’s opening m4.eling are urged NCAA Regionals and Finals in both the 100 and 200 yard free
to attend, along with other foot- March. The squad has produced races at Fresno in improving
several consistent winners plus times.
ball players.
Other stalwarts for the club who
’The Spartans will play a 10- good depth during the past two
had good times at Fresno were
game schedule this season, and meets.
Spartan
mentor
reports
Guy
The
Wells and John Kocal. Wells
will MOM. the SJS alums in the
annual SJS-Alumni game in Steve Hoberg, Ron Coffman, Ted finished the 200-yard butterfly in
and
Steve
Williams
Mathewson,
2:19,
while Kocal sprinted to a
May,
are beginning to round into top 22.7 win in the 50-yard free.
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suffering front a slight concussion
which may keep him out, and
guard Ray Worx1fin may tie healed
from a fractured thumb and play.
14.)e DeShong will also see action
in the front line.
The Spartans Mst to Cal in
their Last outing, and were hurt
by Injuries rind lack of depth
r which was increased when one
front liner left his uniform at
home).
!
"The kids really tried hard at
, Cal." Morrison said. Salmi and
!Peraldo played especially well at
the guards, and seemed to be the
only guards who entild get the hall
upeourt against the Bear defense."
Morrison also singled out Malkin, who at 6-2 was playing against
1Clarence Johnson, a 6-7 jumping
jack Wro cleared seven feet as a
prep high jumper.
Yet Malkin was the game’s top
and liampion in tile 165rebounder with 12 and the top
;round CIZISS.
Other division winners mite scorer with 72.
Randall Sakamoto of Cal in the
154-pound division, Steve Crosten
of Stanford in the 176-1rr:und division, and Michael Denny of
Stardom! in the 205-11omp’ division.
In addition to the pair of firsts.
SJS captured three thirds. Louis
Guyot was third in the 139-pound
division, Glen Williams in the 154pound class, and Louis Solitske
showed in the 205-pound division.
Actually Solitske tied with Denny and Cal’s Mike Malachowski
in head to head competition, but
Witti assiened the third -place posiThe Indians captured the team tion on the basis of his pertitle with 17 points, followed by foimances in earlier IP
Cal with 15 and 5.15 with 13.
Art Kameda and John Hampton won individual titles for SJS,
Kame la winning in the 139-pound
.lon scored
Itaipl
111,, first !_.,o ire and Derails
..r.aintie center. had 11.
,I are really looking fry rematch after the cm%ILIA lio
harrassiraiol last time," Min
claimed. "We had our poorest half
of the season against Santa Clara."
Morrison plans to start Cobs.
. Dietrick at center, Bud LeFever
and Dave Malkin at forwards and
I Joel Salmi rind Dick Peraido at
guards.
Yet the rorrkie coach isn’t even
Of Illtrt I inori. IAtFi.VPI. is
poor
An

Brown Belt Judokas Invade
DS for AAU Tournament

game for the Spartans. SJS students will be charged $1 for the
game as is the policy of both
schools. Tickets are available at
the Student Affairs Business Offire,

THERE IS A
DIFFERENCE

Life Insurance Companies vary in
their performance and results. Before you purchase, why not investigate our IBM ledger and industry comparison

The
gift
of love.

Examine the insurance c
before it examines you.

The shining diamonds and
entroining bands oof this
gain ring pal prowent an eloquent tribute fof enduring
lose.

Hudson’s
Jewelers

The ’Blue Chip’ Company
that’s low in net cosi, too

56 South First
295.0367
Parking. in Rear

’399

inc. tax

Jet Round Trip
Chartered Flight
From Los Angeles
to London:
via 707 Jet

June 13Sept. 5

From San Jose
to London:
via 707 Jet

June 27 Aug. 7

From San Jose
to London:
via Jet Prop (S444)

June 16-

Call or Writ*

Prof. David Mage
1526 Arbutus Dr., S.J.
264-9275 after 9 P.M.
Air and Land arrangements by:

Robert T. Heckley C.L.U.
1671 The Alameda
Suite 311
San Jose
294-5660

of Store
Open Thursday

iglus

SAN JOSE TRAVEL SERVICE
223 S. First Street
297-8000
Not stdte co"eqe spo,-,ored
or controlled
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SAN JOSE PAINT
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FRAME SALE
NOW IN PROGRESS
GROUP I

1/2

GROUP II
GROUP III

OFF

33 1/3% OFF
PRICED TO CLEAR

FRAME SALE AT DOWNTOWN
AND VALLEY FAIR STORES

4-101151

c
17,
A
ti
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;
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IMOUNTAIN VIEW STORE. 165 San Antonio Rd. Open Doily 8-6

4

VALLEY FAIR SHOPPING CENTER, Open 5 Nights

to

DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE. 112 S. 2nd. 292-1447, Open Thur. Niter
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SS 396 Sport coupo

SS396

And a new Turbo Hydra-Matic transmission for the driving man.
If you get tired of shifting, put it in "D".
f von a ut IVI t Of man’s man can get tirri
of clutching and shifting in a traffic
jam. But there are times when you want
to stir your gears by hand. A dilemma!
Until now, that is. Now you can order
Turbo Hydra-Matic in the SS 396. It’s

Sept. 10
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eliy and their immediate families)
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THE QUICK -SIZE ’67 CHEVELLE
M1.

pony

Connecticut
Mutual Life

$355

Football Meeting
In MG201 Today

Ii

Freshman Cage Team Faces
’A Great Challenge’ at Civic

The Spartan freshman basketball learn will face one of its
greatest problems of the season
II night at 6 o’clock at Civic AudiI, count, yet Coach Stan Morrison
feels that it will give the kids it
"a great challenge."
Coming off a disappointing loss
to the University of California
fresh, the Spartabatxrs entertain
Santa Clara tonight.
The Broncos, who beat SJS 80-68
Gell7LSOIli, one of the top guaids in an earlier meeting, boast two
in the conference, Is suffering high school All-Americans front
front a pulled muscle, but will see L’st
considerable action.
-Santa Clara has had some cost I.) injuries, but the team is still
o!aytrig well and wins their games,"
Glines said.
Either Clegg or Schlink will get
the defense duty on the high scoring Ogden. Both did an outJudo competition, w Melt seem,
standing job on Santa Barbara’s
Dick Kollierg, with Clegg allowing to jump a classification a week.
the Gaucho only five points in the moves into second gear Friday
second half. Kolbem scored only with the Junior AAU Championships at Spartan Gym.
11 off Selina in the first half.
The tOtirnarnent will feature
In their last outing, the Broncos svored one of the Mi.:gest ul. brown belts from schools and clubs
sets of the WCAC when they form all ON’Or Northern California.
Friday’s brown belt competition
bounced University of San Frailrisco 64-62 on the Dons’ home is sandwiched between last week’s
Northern California White Belt
court.
The Bronco five is 5-3 in WCAC Champirnships and the Senior
action and trail first place Uni- AAU Championships to be held in
versity of Pacific by three games. Sacramento on March 5.
In last week’s White Belt ChamA win for the Spartans would
move them within one-half game pionships. SJS novices finished
third behind California and Stanof fifth Wave.
Even though this is a home ford beginners.
Vying with Clegg I’m a Stilt
ing berth is Don McConnell. McConnell. like four other Spartans
hit in double figures against the
Gallellta Saturday.
The Spartans will be faced with
stopping the Brom duo of Mike
aervasoni and Bud Ogden. Odgen
$et a WCAC Tournament record
In the first SJS-SCU engagement
with a 37-point effort in the 99-79
Win.

Swimmers Need Best
Effort To Defeat Bears

and
the
hen
at
ills
,ow
Pith

scoring 10 points on his 16 free
throws.
Robin Durand or Bob South will
get the eall for the other starting
guard position. John Keating, the
’ veteran playmaker, is still sidelined because of an ankle injury
and will not see action.

SPARTAN DAILY-5
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an automatic transmission you can shift
really shiftfor yourself. Feeling lazy?
Slip the selector into Drive and relax.
Want to play expert? So make beautiful
music on the gearbox. In the Chevelle
for the driving man, it’s up to you.

Nov,:

at you! Chevrolet dealer’s

Thursday. February TX 17
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ISO To Celebrate
Persian New Year
-Novo/

.,

ono,

and the International Student
Organziation IISOe is celebrating. "Noronz" is the Persian
New Year and ISO is offering
a program to introduce the students to the holiday.
A preview of the "Norooz" teslval will be held tomorrow at
3:30 p.m. in the cafeteria Faculty Dining Rooni B.
ISO members will play native

Fine Hair?
Coarse’ Hair?
Short Hair?
Long Hair?

1
iiIi ant! !del form tin
instruments. Included in tile wit:rain will be ’tidy
acvordion: ParVi7 Hermon, donbook
I Persian drum’: Yousef Moradzadeh, violin: olavad Gandgei.
santour ’Persian percussion instillment
and Mohsen Khoshnevisan, guitar.
Kambiz Goutatn, ISO president. vie ws the organization as
the "United Nations of our campus. This organization no only
serves the interest of the American students. but also foreign
St udents. It provides an option
tunity for talented students of
e,ient
different n:otionalities t
of their
freely. various
cult ore’’

PABCO PAINT MART

.pecial Offer.:
Primer $3.25 per gel.
Al MacInnos
563 E. Santa Clara St.
293-5393

IDC Conference
To Discuss Useful
Leadership Role
Inter- I namitory
Council
i 11 a. will hold a Residence Hall
Le:adceship Conference on Sunday from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.. at
Carl Leininget Community Center in Kelly Park, San Jose.
According to Sandy Ramey,
IDC publicity chairman, the pun
pow of the conference is to discuss the dormitoary leader’s role.
his problems and ways to make
leadership more effective.

Home
Permanent
6is for you!

2.50
This do-ft-yourself permanent custom-adjusts to all
typesof hair, al I hair-styles,
all waving methods (pins,
curlers, rollers) because of
its exclusive Pre -Perm
conditioners.

By 1..yrsy 31111.1.Ett
Cninpun Life Editor
What oto soiling and fashion
have in common? Plenty when
you are the SJS representative
to the "Gleunous Magazine Ten
Hi t -Dressed College Girls (’on test" and a fan of this highflying sport.
Pi 41 Susan Woolley, junior
social science major, was selected last Tnursvlay as SJS’
best -dressed coed and will compete in Gltunour’s national contest in Match.
Susan. during her contest inii’ r vie w, enthusiastically explained soaring as similar to
gliding, (flying without power

The program will
include
guest speakers, Dr. Peter Zidnak, professor of manpower administration, speaking on "Leadership. A Responsibility and El
Challenge": Dr. Thimas Tutko.
associate professor of psychology. "How to Work Fffectitely
With Groups": and Alan Batchelder, assistant to the associate dean, "Overview of Pro-

using air currents.) Right now

she is only a spectator but she

hopes to "go up" soon. She also
enjoys foreign movies, working

Following each talk, small dismelon groups will be held to
:vo cach person an opportunity
::
questions. Lunch will be
yovated.
The vonference Is open to all
: interested residence hall members. Present hall leaders, as
I well as potential leaders are
I urged to attend. Information is
.:v.oiloohlet from hall presidents.

tilikakWasV14.263,241W.VAWd.JogiklakV’ V
G- I IJV I E:

High-Soaring Junior Coed
Selected SJS’ Best Dressed

V

Photo by Bill Bayley

SUSAN WOOLLEY was named last week as the SJS representstive to the "Glamour Magazine Ten Best-Dressed College Girls
Contest." The junior social science major was selected from ten
semi-finalists last Thursday evening.
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BIGGEST SALE IN OUR
18 YEAR HISTORY
’PRINTS -25c to $1
(formerly up to $15)

Study in
Guadalajara,
Mexico

FRAMES -25c to $1
complete framing facilities
ready made
custom made

Cuudala,aru Summer
a fully accredited UniSn.a.y of Arizona program, conducted in cooperation with professors from Stanford University,
University of California, and
Guadalajara, will offer July 3 to
August 11, art, folklore, geography, history, language and literature courses. Tuition, board and
room is $190. Write Prof. Juan
B Reel, P.O. Sox 7217, Stanford,
Co!ifornia 94305.
werrttrrereewlegenes

DECORATIONS

PARKS FRAME SHOP
college Pharmacy
formed) I rrnmtrong’s
illiums
2a2.5102
10th &

332 E. Santa Clara
;o.ne Pock

293-1793
from campus)

iiVEMEirerrYnraMTMV

ties.

The best -dressed need

hopes
-

SJS Selects 29 for Study Abroad
A honeymoon during the school
year 1,1.4 ,otem limited, but to
I 5.15 I
Diane Muslin and
--

Complete selection
Ideal for decorations or gifts

with ceramics and sculpture
e"practical things like vases and
lamps" I, and sports.
The San Jose resident has a
special interest in Young Life,
a high school religious organization. She joined while in high
school and now serves as a
counselor and in camp activi-

i4iiti\r’s\n/ 60(

Robert Kent Wolcott it is a
perfect honeymoon, since both
will be studying at the University of Stockholm as participants in the California State
Colleges International Programs
CSCIO).
Miss Mast in and Wolcott are
among 29 SJS students selected
by CSCIO to spend the academic
year 1967-68 studying abroad.
Students participating in the
overseas program remain enrolled at SJS and receive credit
here.
Returning to France after an
absence of two years will be
graduate French major Thomas
Bye. Bye participated in the
same program in 1964-65 at the
University of Aix-Marseille. He
expects to adjust more rapidly
to his new environment this time
and travel more than he did
before.
Studying together in Germany
will be cousins Ronna Await,
graduate art history major, and
Ann Nichols, a graduate in the
English department with an emphasis in linguistics. They will
be studying at either the the
Free University of Berlin or the
University of Heidelberg.
Miss Nichols studied at the

(1!
HERRINGBONE
SPORT COATS

University of Paris during her
sophomore year and expects the
Europeom school will require
harder and more diligent work
than SJS because European students have a different attitude
toward education. "In Ewan*,
education e()Sb; MOre and there
is more competition," said Miss
Nichols.
Norma Gains, junior French
major, will be studying at the
University of Aix-Marseilles in
France and expects European
schools won’t baby students as
much as American schools. She
believes work will be done on the
student’s own initiative since
teachers don’t spell out everything that is expected of the

students.
Other SJS students participating in the program in France are
Patricia Dusterhoft, Susan
Fields, Carol Leal, Sandra Mayfield, Emanuel Oliveira, Gail
Stevens, Patricia Travers and
Deloras Wiley.
Studying in Germany will be
Steven Brazis and Werner Meserth. Students in Italy will be
Louis Ettare and Paul Hamel.
Japan will be host for Sylvia
Hera, Rene Joseph Hardy Jr.
and Yosh Watanabe.
Continuing their studies in
Spain will be Alejandro Alvarez,
Ruben Gonzales, Suzanne Kaiden
and Susan .Vogt.

Committee Plans
International Ball
Plans are underway for International Week,
climaxed

by

the

April 24-29,
International

Ball, according to Miss Margaret
Carter, publicity chairman of the
ASS

Inter-Cultural

Steering

Committee.
Among the tietivities Inward
for International Week are
queen contest, international talent show, international food bazaar and the Sixth Annual International Ball, April :at,
The campus eommit lee works
in conjunction with the International Student Confer located
at 285 S. Market, F,00tt Jose.

comprehensive selmqOm
of both subtle and hold
herringbone Odd Jackets
. . . all cut on our soft
natural shoulder nuxlel
with traditional details
... wide lapped seams,
patch flap pockets, and
steep back vent. Colors
include heather shades of
gray, brown, and olive
as well as black/ white.
Made to retail at VOW.

Come see how you fit
in the world to grow.

in with the company that gives your career all the room

Let us tell you about the specific opportunities we have for you. We need
engineers and scientists at all degree levels for ourselves and our affiliated
companies. And we have many other opportunities for Business and Liberal
Arts graduates in marketing assignments.
You can always take a smaller job. But only now ... when you are just
starting ... are there so many opportunities for a lifetime career with No. 1.
Why not try us on for size make a date now with your placement office for
an interview!

HUMBLE

..THE

YOUR

& REFINING COMPANY
PEOPLE WHO "PUT A TIGER IN
TARIM"
A PLAN., I EAT PROGRESS COMPANY AND AN EQUAL OPPOITI UNITY LMPLoYER

Ski Signups
For Spring
Begin Soon
Signups for Ski Club trips will
be taken at the Ski Club booth
in front of Spartan Bookstore
Tuesday and Wednesday of next
wick.
Club meetings are scheduled
for Tuesdays March 7, March 28
and April 18. At the meeting
held last week, ski instructor
Wayne Schuster was guest
speaker.
The short, sun-fanned ski instructor from Alpine Meadows
grinned as he told the group of
how he began his teaching canter in a public lank in Montreal, Canada. He was totally
ignored during his speech. Angry, he began to yell obscenities
in German, thinking no one
would understand him. Unfortunately he did not know he was
in front of the German-Austrian
Embassy.
"The SJS Ski Club is the
largest social organization on
campus," commented Steve Basset, president of the club. "Students should not hesitate to join.
The membership is only $5 and
you receive that back in discounts on tows anti the like."
Woe more ski trips and a
canoe trip are planned for this
spring. The weekend of March
10 there will be a ski trip to
Heavenly Valley with a buffet
dinner Saturday night at the
Pioneer Hut. A ’tip 10 Alpine
Meadows is scheduled for March
:11 to April 2. This weekend
there will be ski club races and
election of officers.

Have

BANK CREAM CMS WELCOME <
ESTABLISHED 1927
.Alyet6"0otSCOUNI ON 51.1. MrRCHANDIst

iNUOHN

AT SATHER GATE
lOS 018011(5 SCUM
SAN fitl..160.
PALO cull, SAN 101N. MC11.11110 (MK

Open Thursday until 9 p
Mon -Sat. 9 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.

-4)

Susan’s lactate and application will be sent to Glamour
Magazine for the March judging.
The campus contest was sponsored by Associated Women’s
Students (AWS,I and Phrateres.

Sunglasses: Newly arrived.
Let us shade your tired eyes.
Potoroi4/optiruy

VAUGHN
DISCOUNT PRICE $3218

Come have a close look at Humble the company that provides more
petroleum energy to this nation than any other oil company the one that’s
literally No. 1 America’s Leading Energy Company!

to teach elementary school children on an American military
base overseas, thus combining
travel with ho love of children.
She has worked as a foreign
student orientation leader e,
ing valuable M.:perk-nee
meeting intresting people. BO
all is not career.
As Susan
stated on her application blank,
"1 would love to share my future plans with a husband."
According to Marilyn Shea.
junior public nlations major anol
contest
committee . chat’ man,
Susan was selected because she
is iepresentative of the 5,15
coed, has a natural attract,’
ness and good fashion sense,
During the final judging, the
ten
semi-finalists
were
interviewee by sttaleid judges:
Mary Ann Hardy, Roger Brown,
Rudy Leuhs, Sandy Moll, (’anti
Grosskopf, Diane Wet tz 411111
Marilyn Shea. Each gut
modeled one of her own camp’,
outfits and a party dress.
For campus wear 5-foot -7 Susan chose a white sleeveless
ribbed sweater, short A-line
skirt and white textured stockings. For party Wear she nun end a metallic. silver halter
dress which she bad made.
The judges emphasized that all
the semi-finalists were best dressed and the judging was difficult. Participants in the contest finals were: Valerie Dickerson, Lanette Ford, Dana Howtin, Patricia Logan, Karen McIver, Kristine Patterson, Donna
Saul, Beverly Tucker and Pam

In San Jose
125 S. Fourth St.

a

a good time during semester
break?
Try our remedies if you ache.
Are you pale from hard work and
study?
Take our vitamins for the complexion ruddy.
If you’re in a fog and it’s not the
weather,
You may need our pills. Let’s get together.
If you want to get to class on time.
Please stay away front our Red
Mountain wine.

"Bill"

edh College Pharmacy
formerly Armstrong’s
10th & William

292-5502

Music Foundation
Seeks Applicants
For June Audition

-Photo by Fred Roy t -g
"EX -MOUNTAIN GIRL" . .. one of the works currently on display at the Triton Museum, Second and San Fernando. The
one man exhibit of psychedelic painting and sculpture by Joseph
Lysowski, an SJS graduate, will end this weekend. His other
efforts include a "Morris Minor Love Dragon," priced at $1,500
and a "Talk Back Machine," for sale at $2,500.

Playwright Visits Today
To Discuss Latest Work

4-

George Sklar, author of "And
People All Around." a play dealing with the murder of three
civil rights workers in the
South during the summer of
1964, will be at the SJS Studio
Theatre tomorrow at 2:30 to
discuss his play.
A special student performance
of the play will be presented at
2 p.m. Saturday at the Burgess
Theatre, Laurel and Mielke
Streets, in the Menlo Park Civic
Center, by the Menlo Players
Guild. Cost to students is 75
cents.
The cast will include Bob
Franklin, SJS drama graduate
of last June and Le Roy MacDonald, a current drama student.
"And People All Around" is
Sklar’s first play since 1946.
He quit writing at that time because, in his words, "Broadway
wasn’t interested in plays of
social content. . . . To depend
on the social conscience of individual producers was quixotic."
So he "called it quits" and went

to Hollywood to work in the
"Columbia Studio cell block."
From 1946 to 1964 Sklar isolated himself from the theatrical world and wrote novels. Then
came "the hot summer of ’64,"
the episode of the three civil
rights workers in Mississippi.
"The search for those missing
boys became my Search.... And
when the three crushed bodies
were bulldozed out of interment
under that earthen dam, I knew
It was something I had to write
about," he said.
siaCCore

.siCAve

SJS music students have been
invited by the Young Musicians
Foundation, a resident company
of the Music Center of Los Angeles County. to participate in
its annual debut auditions June
19 to 25 in Los Angeles.
The YMF makes $7.500 isailable annually in carreer grants
and debut grants to pianists and
string players, 22 years and
younger and singers and composers, up to the age of 25.
Each finalist will receive a
$500 carrel grant and will he
presented either as a soloist with
the YMF Debut Orchestra or in
recital during the 1967-68 season. The $500 career grants to
finalists are not limited in number or category and will be determined only on the basis of
exceptional talent and the potential of a career as a professional musician.
Two finalists will be selected
to appear as soloists with the
YMF Debut Orchestra in the
Dorothy Chandler Pavilion of
the Music Center, debut night,
Feb. 9, 1968, and each will receive an additional $1,000 debut
grant. One finalist will be considered for an appearance at
the Hollywood Bowl.

Book Review
Author

it’LREIAHA ItYNE
Fine Arts FAItor
The Selective Service system
is attacked by Bruce K. Chapman in his newly published book,
"The Wrong Man In Uniform:
Our Unfair and Obsolete Draft
and How We Can Replace It."
In his well -documented critical analysis, Chapman, whose
writing has appeared in leading
magazines and newspapers, holds
that the nation’s draft policies
are "antiquated, inefficient and
uneconomical."
He states that "in the world’s
exemplary democracy, man, the
ultimate weapon in the defense
of freedom, is chosen for the
American armed services in a
system inherently unfree and
coincidentally undemocratic."
"Compulsory military service
in the United States," writes the
author, "traditionally has been
considered defensible only on the
gtounds that it is universal in
application and that it provides
the men for military needs."
"From the uncritical and unreforming support of the draft
by Congress during the fifteen
years since the law was last
examined with care, Chapman

A Very Special Restaurant
For a Very Special Fretting.
Take her to Bohannon’s.
Try the frog legs provincial or the chateaubriand,
the lobster therm idor or the shish kabob.

continues, "one might think that
these conditions remained. But
they do not."
In "The Wrong Man in Uniform." Chapman pros-idles a complete examination of the draft;
exposing its failings; illustrating
the "politics of the draft"; discussing all the currently proposed alternatives, including the
"report on the report" issued by
the Department of Defense on
June 30. 1966, and the records
of the 1966 House Armed Services Committee hearings on the
Selective Service system.
Rept esentative Thomas B.
Curtis, Republican from Missouri, endorses Chapman’s thesis
and, in his introduction to the
book, hails his alternative system of manpower allocation:
"Abolishing the draft and moving toward a volunteer military
force with a strong citizen-reserve is the solution most In
accord with our national traditions.
Chapman is an Illinois-born
writer, He was graduated with
honors from Harvard in 1962
and until 1964 was publisher of
"Advance" magazine, a journal
of political thought.
He later became an editorial
writer for the New York Herald
Tribune.

1401 South First

p.r,
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Also Included
SWISS & AUSTRIAN
UP
FAMOUS BRANDSWhen New Were Priced 59.50 to 69.50
THIS GROUP FORMERLY USED FOR
RENTALS - NEARLY NEW CONDITION
NYLON SHELL
AND QUILTED
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$20
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Giving us an even larger selection
of books from which to choose.
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LIFE RAFT

Fast service

50%
OFF
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off on used books

Money back guarantee until
March 3rd (with cash register
receipt)
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:BUCKLE BOOTS

TURTLE NECK
I.SHIRTS
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TOUR: 75 Days

292-6779

"Night of the

AUG. 27

JUNE 18 to

STUDIO
396 South First

PARKAS
BOOTS

FAMOUS BRAND
Lace Boots
Values to 49.50

Call 7 days a week
between noon and 10:30
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SCENES
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867-377H
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A Studio Hour will he held
every Thursday at 3:30 p.m. in
the Studio Theater, Speech and
Drama Building.
This week’s Studio Hour will
feature students from the advance acting class of Dr. Hal
J. Todd, chairman of the Drama
Depattment. They will be directed by studtnts from the
practical directing class of Miss
Elizabeth M. Loeffler, professor
of drama.
The Studio Hour is a laboratory class designed to provide
stage experience for drama students-providing them with an
opportunity to develop authority,
style, range and clarity.

SKI BOOTS
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Responsible Men
May Get a Break on
Auto Insurance
with Sentry

JOB OPPORTUNITY
CATERPILLAR TRACTOR CO. BS-All Engineers
BA/BS-Business with Technical AlInors
FUEL INJECTION PLANT
SAN LEANDRO, CALIFORNIA BS-Technical Majors

Four years of research by Sentry has shown that maturity and
a stonse of responsibility are fac-

Seeks graduates for Manufacturing Operations training.

Program designed to develop technically oriented

tors in auto accidents of young
men under 25.

people for responsible positions in Planning, Tool Design, Quality Control and Management in the metal
working industry.

Initial assignment at diesel fuel injec-

tion

plant

production

in

San

Leandro,

ATTITUDES

California.

the company has deve)-

Growth opportunities through nine domestic and ten

Now

overseas facilities plus subsidiary Companies.

oped an attitude questionnaire,
that measures this maturity, and
young men qualifying are given

On campus Wednesday, March 1, 1967.
See your placement office for interview

arrangements.

a 15qr discount on their auto insurance premium.

engineering.

Spartan Daily Classifieds

pnx1uct ion and quality control,
technieal marketing and data processing research.

Aerinutronie
Hivisitun, Pinter,Ford Corporation. lllecti Ica] and
mechanical engineers with BS deANNOUNCEMENTS (11
grees and physics and math majors with MA de:dves wanted for $399.50 JET Los Angeles to Paris June
Soot. 7 from London, includes
analysis, design, devlopment an:1
,., sr.
--..orse at Alliance Francaise
.
manufacture of advanced weapons
-wre flight to Amsterdam
26
Snot.
5. Dr. Frena 1415) LA
systems and space probes in Ness’.
22 or w.f., c/0 Sierra Travel Inc.,
port Beach.
Sar it Moni,a Blvd.. Beverly Hills,
AUTOMOTIVE 121

MONDAV, FEB. 17

OTHER DISCOUNTS
PART TIME SALES, some experience. For
Mondays and Sat. Martin Jewelers. 1605
Meridian, 266-6341,
PART TIME sales. $200-500 per month
commission, with Bestline Products. Call
264-7389 5-7 p.m.
BABYSITTER NEEDED. Monday, Wednesday, Friday 1:1512.30 & Monday 45
p.m. 295-4437.
MATH TUTOR for 8th grader. Stud,. t
able to put across new math. Call 2943502 before 10 a.m.. after 3 p.m.

63 VOLKSWAGEN. Radio, heater, an.
tuled. $9/5. 371-3313. COCKTAIL WAITRESSES for new San
,*
il,
:111(1
Jose nightclub. Must be 21. Contact Mr.
.e c-os: 377-4289.
/I:W(11;1111CA
1.!1’;i1;l‘Ci ing,
PhYsie
Pi don. 292-2596.
add indusi rad tecloinItygy majors ’69 VOLVO, very clean, black, radio, new
HOUSING 1S1
with !IS dea,..
atel chemical en- tires, overhauled engine, new muffler,
gineering.
material scienee and battery. Asking $575, call 225-4314 or
2f46-9101 after 4 p.m.
WORKING
GIRL WANTS ROOMmath majo-s s.ith
MS degrees
MATE. Nice apt. with pool. Call Liz:
wanted lor research. development, HONDA 160 ’66. Excellent condition, Days 297-1686; Evenings 296-4897,
$400 or best offer. 294-2922, ask for
Kathy King.
howl.
vision. I ’I\

The governor replied he ocSACRAMENTO (API - Letters
pour into GoV. Reagan’s office at casionally enjoys a peanut butter
sandwich, "usually e.1111 u glass ci
more than 2.11J8) a day And the!
milk."
the
most
j
agrt-es
govtritur’s staff
And it girl named Lori asks,
touching, amusing anti pointed "what ideals habits and attitude
did you develop as a third grader
notes come from the children.
For example. a girl named Kate which helped to make you the
outstanding citizen you are towrote:
"There are many signs here in day?"
The shortest note came from
Santa Fe, N.M., that say Ronald
Reagan eats peanut butter. All I Mark of Davenport, Iowa: "Dear
want to know if it is true. Please Sir, Please send me u sample of
write me back, P.S. No offense." your state. Thank you."

A-SWAMI(

.%Irera t -Ai rem f t

-

5K
RENTALS
LONGEST WEEKEND
AT LOWEST PRICES

FORD ’59, stick, good condition, new
’ radostor and brakes. $300 or best offer.
Phone 297-8884.

GRAN

Rates per WEEK-END
$3

Wood Skis, Boots, and Poles
$4.50
Famous HART METAL
Skis and Poles

Standards

$ 6

Holidays

$ 7

Javelins

$10

Ski Racks VW $1.50 Reg $2
Ski Rack with Lock

$3

Trunk Rack

$3

Stretch Ski Pants

$3

Quilted Parkas

$2

After Ski Boots

$2

Toboggans, wood and metal
$2.50 & up
Toboggan Boots
$2
Flying Sno-Saucers
Small $ I -Large $1.50
WEDNESDAY IS
GROUP NIGHT
Special rates for all organ:
ized groups with prior arrangements.
Phone 298-3177
SHOP
moal-VRI
UW11, 9PSIL
AT usn’n
bwm

Now orem s’uNeina ff- 5

/26b W. SielkeCARLos

295-4798

rf.)V

1960 FIAT 600, with sunroof & cheese
5185. Call Gary, 295-4516. See at
505 S. 6th St.

DRAFTING EQUIPMENT. 23n28 board
and arcessories. $12.50. Compass set.
$7.50. 378-0706.
I MAGNIN empire wedding gown, veil.
gloves worn once. Was $230, now $130.
Size 8. call 286-3711.
DESK, very good condition. $35 or best
offer. Call John, 294-0675.
KASTLE SKIS, 210 cm., Giant Slalom,
Marker Toe and Heel. Excellent cond.,
$70. 287-0276.
U.S. DIVERS’ SCUBA tank and backpack. 2 -stage, single hose regulator.
$110. Call 967-2164. Ken.
PORTABLE TYPEWRITER with case, elite,
alerow. $40. Coil after 6 p.m., 379.0173.
FIELP WANTED 141
GIRL ENJOYABLE part.time work. Flex.
ible hours. At-tractive phone voice. No
selling. Phone 371-3918.
HASHER WANTED for girls’ boarding
house. Call 297-6860.
CREW MANAGERS. Part time. Hope
Chest Plan. Salary & commission. Apply:
1060 Willow, Room 3. 286-3193.
-2 GIRLS, part time work in nursery
schnotl. Room, board, and salary. Close
to SJS. Phone 286 ow.
-DISPLAT-i DELIVERY work. Approx. 20
hours per week. $240 month, salary or
Comm. Car necessary. 286.4745.
CARTOONIST. interested in 11 Ve-117;
idea. Call Ron L, 297-9754 7-11 p.m. If
not horn., leave number.

CLASSIFIED RATES

To buy, sell, rent or I
announce anything,
just fill out and dip ,
this handy order blank.

Send to: Spartan Daily
CLASSIFIEDS,
1206 San Jose State
College, San Jose
Calif 95114.
CHECK A
CLASSIFICATION
0
[]
CI
fl
O

Announcements (I)
Automotive (2)
For Sale (3)
Help Wanted (0)
Housing (5)
Lost and Found (6)
Ej Personals (7)
Services (8)
Ll Transportation (9)

Name

Minimum
Three lines
One time

3
4
5
6

1

One time

Three times five times

lines I
lines
lines
lines

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00

2.25
2.75
315
3.75

Add this
amount for
each additional line

.50

.50

1
,
’

2.50
3.00
3.50
4.00
.50

Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 Letters and Spaces
for Each Line)
Do Not Abbreviate
No refunds possible on canceled ads

counts for passing an approved
driver education course and being a safe driver. If you are a
man under 25, you can save as
nuich as $50 every year on your

ROOM FOR MEN. Single or double.
Quiet, light, and comfortable. 146 S.
14th St. 286-3025,

the

car insurance if you qualify for
Sentry

Young

Driver Prograrn.

TWO BEDROOM apartments with vacancies for I or 2 people. Furnished. See
at 495 E. William St., Apt. #I.
ONE OR TWO female roommates for
large 2 -bedroom apt. Either $40 or $60
mo. Over 21. Sandi, 297-7621,
LARGE 3-ROOM, furnished apt. $115
ma. includes all u.illties. G.’rls or ^ouple.
595 S. 9th. Call 259-1547.
LOST AND FOUND 161

OVERWEIGHT? FLABBY? New women’s
exercise classes. 3 per class. 50c 1/2 hour.
75c hour. 294-0585.
QUALITY TYPING done in any home.
Reasonable rates. Call 269.2953.
RENT STEREO phonograph. No contract,
free delivery and service. 251-2598,
tic he’s,
BABYS1TTING DONE for student mother
on regular basis. 52 S. 8th St. Phone 2862919.
FREE BABYSITTING. Join Club. Time: 2
p.m.. Saturday. February 25. Place: 269
N. 7th St., Apt. No, 3,

DEVELOPMENT
For four years the company examined

thounsands

of

young

men nationwide, then checked
their driving records. Front this
work a questionnaire was developed and refined to spot attitudes and character traits associated with good driving habits.
It only takes 30 minutes to complete the questionnaire, and all
questions are answered true or
false.

NO PENALTY
If you don’t pass the first time
you can wait a year and try
again, but almost half of those
who take it pass.

There is no charge and no obligation.

The

results

are

kept

strictly confidential.

TRANSPORTATION 191
RIDE NEEDED to Menlo Park after Monday night class. Phone 854-5390.
RIDE WANTED from Hayward, Tues. &
Thurs. for 8:30 class. 538-1227 after 6
P.rn

To place an
Call

DON’T BE LUMPED WITH THE IMMATURE
AND IRRESPONSIBLE ANY LONGER

ad:

Call Today
2454093

114

Classified Adv. Office -J206
Monday, Wednesday & Friday
10:30 a.m.-I2:30 p.m. &
1 :1 5 p.m. -3 :45 p.m.
Tuesday & Thursday
10:00 arc. -1 2:30 p.m. &
1:15 p.m. -3:45 p.m.

(Please

Preferred

ROOM FOR TWO with or without kitchen. Men or women. Also room for one
man only. 426 S. 71h St.

SERVICES 181

11 --se, 50 MUC-14
FOR WIIAT EXPECTED OF A *C"
5.1LIPENT-- NOW IF YOU Wi51-1 "TO EARN A "0"--

This is in addition to 15% dis-

MUST SELL girls’ dorm contract, Hoover
Hall. Contact Paula Carnasso at 2942922.

RENT A TV. Free delivery, Free Service
No contract, call Esche’s, 251-2598,
TYPING. Thesis, term papers. etc., es
perienced & fast. Phone 269-8674.
21 & MARRIED. Liability, properly damage & uninsured motorist coverage on
auto insurance. $21 for 3 months. Dave
Towle, 244-9600.

’62 FORD GALAXIE, 2 door hardtop.
V-8 std. transmission, radio & heater.
$975 or best offer. 967-2615.

FOR SALE (31

1 AND 2 bedroom apartments, pool. Two
blocks from campus. 576 S. 5th St. 2931445.

LOST: CHECKBOOK with blue cover.
Reward. Vicinity Speech & Drama Bldg.
Call Bob, 251-1913,
LOST: SMALL white cat, 2 black soots
top of head. Phone 286-3595 or 297.4438
or return to 277 S. 4th. Reward.

1954 OLDSMOBILE, 2 door hardtop; all
...en, radio, heater, new battery. 382 S.
ts, 287-0934.

Skis Boots with Metal Skis $2

GALS ONLY, room & board, $75/mo
Unapproved house: near campus. 565 S.
5th, Phone 297-9742,

LOST: BLACK CHIHUAHUA, Male,
Reward. Vicinity of 15th & William. Call
Mn, Oviatt, 294-1787.

RED ’65 VOLKSWAGEN. Radio, heater.
oof & very clean. Asking $1450. Call
-r 8 p.m. 292-2359.

HONDA 90, ’66, with 1 year free incur-"$300. Call 287-4378 after 5 p.m.
62 VOLVO 13-18 Super Sport. Radio and
,er. Call after 4 p.m. weekdays, 294-

MEN, LARGE, cheerful rooms, single or
double, wall to wall carpet. Private en.
trance. 406 S. 11th St.

LOST: CREAM
COLORED
female
toy poodle on 12th & San Carlos, Reward. Call 294-3326 after 4 p.m.

SPORT, ’66 Buick Yellow with
. 445 4 -speed stick. positrecr
5 000 mi. Factory warranty. beeflen. share, must sacrifice. 244-5418 or
294-5707 at night.

UP UNTIL 9 p.m.

$ 5

C6114115ffM?

’41 CHEVY pick up with camper, rebuilt
52
,ne, four speed, good tires, $275.
2"44

THURS., FRI., SAT.

Mercury;

FISHMAN

VW BUS, ’64, radio, heater, 10 passenler, 50 hp, excellent condition, $1507.
Cal 377.5476 after 5 p.m.

RETURN MONDAY

Wood Skis and Poles

TLE MAN ON CAMPUS

’64 VW, stereo tape player, wood dash,
heavy duty clutch, tx more. Excellent condition. Must see. License pd. 287.6710,
slier 5, 294-4871.

69 PORSCHE ENGINE, 1600N. $450.
E- bolts into VW. Write
14
:S44 Los Gatos.

PICKUP ANYTIME

MALE ROOMMATE needed. 2 block,’
from camp.s 545 per month. 294-7669.
FEMALE ROOMMATE for 2 bedroom, -2
bath, 4 person apartment. $50. 287-0570
after 5.
NEW, 2 BEDROOM apt. near SJS. Wallto-wall carpet, disposal, water/garbage
pd. 706 S. 9th. 294-9170, 248-1926.
WANTED: FEMALE roommate. $42 per
Grant Hall. 598 S. 9th, apt. 13.
FEMALE ROOMMATES NEEDED. Also 1
apt. for rent, 2 bedroom, (urn., close to
campus. Call 286-9351.
I OR 2 FEMALE roommates wanted.
Modern, spacious apt., pool. Contact
Jeri, Royal Lanai Apt. 258-8876,
MUST SELL MEN’S Dorm contract at reduced price of $154 or best offer. Call
286-08)4 any time.
i -GIRL WANTED to share 2 bed apt.
with 3 others. Grant Hall. 287.0518,

SENTRY.

Address
p.knI)

For

_days

City

Phone

Enclosed is $
Start ad on

Im1.4 10

(Date)

Send in handy order blank. Enclose
cash or check. MItsi chock out to
Spartan Daily Classifieds.
Phone 294-6414. Ert. 2441

INSURANCE

The Hardware Mutuals Organisation

